
Over the past decade, Pharmacy Benefit Managers 
(PBMs) have cut the reimbursements pharmacies 
receive for the medicine they dispense to insured 
patients. Many times, those reimbursements do 
not fully cover the acquisition cost of medicine. 
Pharmacies now routinely dispense medication 
that they lose money on.

This is by design. A pharmacist sent us the 2024 

contract for a major PBM and it shows that dispensing 

brand name medicines is compensated at a rate of 

“average wholesale price minus 25.5%.”

One of the medicines that has been the subject of significant diversion and counterfeit activity by criminals is Biktarvy. A 

pharmacist in Delaware shared his receipts with us. He purchased a bottle for $3,700.36. The PBM only reimbursed him 

$3,661.75, and his pharmacy lost $38.

What does under-reimbursement have to do with criminal counterfeiting?
When a pharmacy is faced with being reimbursed less than the cost 

of acquisition for medicine, they have two choices: stop serving the 

patients that need that medicine or find it at a cheaper cost. However, 

in many cases, that medicine is not legitimately available at a price 

low enough to keep the pharmacy from losing money.

The pharmacies that continue to serve patients are vulnerable to 

criminals offering diverted and counterfeit medicines at lower 

prices. Criminal counterfeiters have developed extremely convincing 

fraudulent systems to defraud pharmacies. They sell through 

companies with legitimate state-issued wholesale licenses, and they 

often use forged DSCSA transaction histories like this. They get away 

with it because of how labor intensive it is to check these documents. 

A recent example is Gilead Sciences Inc. v Safe Chain Solutions LLC et 

al  /  USA v Lazaro Hernandez.

In early 2022, federal courts unsealed a civil case that revealed a 

$250mm drug counterfeiting scheme. Criminals had been buying 

medicine bottles from patients, filling them with different pills if they 

Are Pharmacy Benefit Managers’ below-cost 
reimbursement practices creating opportunities 
for criminals to enter the legitimate supply chain?
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were empty, cleaning them up to look new, and forging Drug Supply Chain Security Act paperwork to show a false ownership 

history. At the time the court filings were unsealed, over 85,000 bottles of medicine that treated HIV (including Biktarvy), 

Hepatitis C, and cardiac issues had been found within or had moved through the supply chain to patients.

Many brick-and-mortar pharmacies bought these medicines thinking that they were getting bargains from licensed 

participants, and dispensed them to American patients. All these medicines, whether they were bought back from patients 

or wholesale fabricated from empty bottles, were unsafe to dispense.

Below cost reimbursements are the way criminals enter the legitimate supply chain.
Increasingly, we are seeing the same medicines that are being under reimbursed below cost show up in criminal 

counterfeiting cases. They may not have created the under reimbursement problem, but criminals are certainly taking 

advantage of the situation to defraud pharmacies and patients. 

Healthcare advocates representing stakeholders in the supply chain have decried the business practices of PBMs for putting 

pharmacies out of business, inserting an additional expensive middleman that wastes government healthcare dollars, or 

blocking access to cheaper generics of branded medications.

We can now add “increasing the chance pharmacies buy from less reputable vendors who might sell counterfeits” to their list 

of harmful consequences. We hope policymakers putting boundaries on the behavior of PBMs take note, because this is not 

just an economic dispute: these dynamics put all U.S. patients at risk.

https://safedr.ug/pbmblackmarket https://safedr.ug/pbm_video https://safedr.ug/RXLossExamples

Read more on how PBM 
reimbursement practices create 

opportunities for criminals to enter 
the legitimate supply chain.

Examples of below cost 
reimbursement  from pharmacies 

around the country.

Watch and share our video 
highlighting the danger.
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